
 
 
 
 
LONDON – Environmental Performance Analyst 
 

Description: 

Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates is seeking an Environmental Performance Analyst, passionate about sustainable design, to join the 
Environmental Performance (KPFep) team in London and bring their expertise to the design of high performance buildings. KPFep 
is a specialized team within KPF focused on environmental design, building performance simulation, and tool development. 
 

The ideal candidate for this position will work within KPFep, supporting project teams and contributing to a broad range of external 
marketing and educational pursuits. They will work closely with designers, providing early conceptual environmental studies, 
developing energy, thermal, and daylight simulations, and participating in the oversight of sustainability and wellness certifications 
for projects, such as LEED, BREEAM or WELL. In addition, they will be tasked to grow and develop new materials for KPF’s 
sustainable design resources and case studies library, with an especial focus on net zero energy and carbon neutral design 
concepts. The position will provide opportunities to collaborate with other technology teams (e.g. Urban Interface, Data Science), 
and contribute to a broad range of research and educational pursuits. 

About KPF and KPFep: 

At KPF we recognize that the built environment plays an integral role in the health and performance of both human and ecological 
systems. Given our escalating climate crisis, we believe it is imperative to design and advocate for resilient architectural solutions 
that minimize GHG emissions, and enhance the wellbeing of the communities they serve. As signatories of the AIA 2030 challenge, 
we are committed to design and deliver carbon neutral buildings by 2030. The large scale and urban nature of our projects, capable 
of shaping the spaces, systems and microclimates around them, defines our approach and brings an exciting set of challenges that 
the EP team helps overcome. KPFep is an in-house group of building performance experts dedicated to advancing this mission 
through the use of technology and simulation as part of KPF’s design process.  

Job Responsibilities: 

Project Design Work (85%) 

 Assist KPF design teams in the development of early design strategies and metrics for climatic, thermal, energy, material and 
water performance 

 Prepare, run and interpret analysis and simulations for: Climate data, solar radiation, daylight availability and glare, energy 
use for early design models, outdoor/indoor thermal comfort, and embodied carbon of construction systems 

 Develop presentation graphics and data visualizations to communicate building performance and sustainable design 
concepts 

 Research and document environmental design solutions and precedent projects, and prepare best practice case studies for 
internal/external use 

 Assist in the certification (BREEAM, LEED, WELL, CGBL) of projects 
 Assist in developing energy/carbon targets and benchmarks for RIBA 2030  

 

Development and Innovation (15%) 

 Develop training workshops and documentation materials, and support design teams in applying KPFep developed tools and 
workflows in ongoing projects 

 Support the research and development of new building modeling workflows and tools, working with other KPF technology 
teams 

 

Qualifications required: 

 Degree in Architecture or Engineering 
 Master’s Degree with focus on Sustainable Design or Building Science 
 1+ years of applicable professional experience or equivalent academic work 
 Knowledge of fundamentals in building technology and environmental modeling 
 Proficiency with Rhino and Grasshopper, and related energy, thermal and daylight simulation tools, including DIVA (or CS), 

and Ladybug tools (LB, HB, BF, etc.) 
 Passion for designing sustainable and high-performance buildings 
 Good communication skills to collaborate with design teams and partners 
 Effective organizational skills to juggle multiple tasks and work towards deadlines 
 LEED or WELL accreditation (Highly valued but not required) 



 Proficiency developing C# and/or Python applications (Valued but not required) 
 Experience with additional sustainability specialties, such as LCA modeling, HVAC design, CFD modeling or water systems 

modeling (Valued but not required) 
 

Application: 

When applying to the position please submit your resume, a portfolio with pertinent design, research and modeling work, and a short 
cover letter. All materials should be sent by email to: careers-ld@kpf.com with the heading: ‘London Environmental Performance 
Analyst’. The final deadline for applications is Monday 15th August 2022. 

KPF is an Equal Opportunity Employer and welcomes diversity in the workplace.  


